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To our valued customer,
Thank you for your interest. Our comprehensive line of equipment and know-how brings
proven and progressive methods to the fresh-market and wholesale farm scene. Expect
practical designs, versatile applications and rugged service with small or large-scale models.

Exceptional product knowledge and support - plus more
We care that equipment is matched to your tractor, your acreage or your budget. We can
review farming practices so your new equipment takes you where you want to go. Our knowledge
and experience with moisture control, tillage, raised beds, plastic management (including
removal) and tractors in the specialty-crop culture enables us to help maximize equipment
benefits. We want to you to be successful.

Ability to adapt to your needs
Our modular, bolt-together design allows quick adjustments and assembling machinery for
your purposes. Many options and attachments are available. And our equipment can often
change along with your system changes. We can customize with practical solutions and a “yes we
can” attitude. Hungry for knowledge and wisdom and willing to work, man should be the master
of machinery, not subject to it.

A big bang for the buck and a very high satisfaction rate
Price is often a primary factor in purchasing equipment. We are competitive - if not superior
- in the effort to provide the most for the least. You can probably find something for a dollar
less out of your pocket but you won’t find something that will make you a dollar more in the
field.
Looking forward to serve you,
Lynn Graham, Manager

Buckeye Tractor Co
11313 Slabtown Rd
Columbus Grove, Ohio 45830
Rt 30

10-15 minutes from crossroads
of Interstate 75 & U.S. Route 30
I-75

Over 40 years of agricultural service - since 1971

800-526-6791

419-659-2162

www.buctraco.com

buckeyetractor @ bright.net

